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Executive Summary
The Wi-Fi technology has been improving for several years, to the extent that many students, healthcare
workers, and enterprise users now rely on wireless as their primary data connection to the network.
Wi-Fi infrastructure is already a $1 billion market with annual growth in double digits, but most of this
growth has come from a few key sectors: manufacturing, retail organizations, hotels, universities and
QAFMMJQ BMNRGMLRMB?RCGLCLRCPNPGQCMDjACQF?Q@CCLQJMUCP ?QK?LW!'-Q?LBCLBSQCPQQRGJJPCE?PB
a wireless connection as inferior to a wired Ethernet connection. This is changing with IEEE 802.11n,
whose additional capacity has the potential to displace wired networks. When deployed using appropriate technology, 802.11n can enable an all-wireless workplace.
Few network managers will choose to rip out existing Ethernet wires and move to Wi-Fi, of course.
&MUCTCP RFC?JJ UGPCJCQQMNRGMLGQ?JPC?BWAMKNCRGRGTCUGRFUGPCQGLEPCCLjCJBQGRCQRF?RJ?AI#RFCPLCR
infrastructure, and 802.11n will rapidly lead to Wi-Fi becoming the dominant mode of access even for
users who have the option of wired Ethernet.
Rather than replace existing wires, 802.11n will avoid the need for new edge Ethernet cabling and edge
switches that would otherwise be needed to support additional users. The transition to wireless will
happen gradually, coinciding with upgrades of PCs and Ethernet edge switches. There are already more
laptops shipped than desktops. All enterprise laptops will soon include 802.11n, leading to widespread
?BMNRGMLMTCPRFCRFPCC WC?P.!SNEP?BCAWAJC 1GKGJ?PJW #RFCPLCRQUGRAFCQSQS?JJWJ?QR?PMSLBjTCWC?PQ 
And while mobility needs to be supported, network budgets haven’t necessarily increased to match. As
the next Ethernet switch upgrade cycle comes around, more network managers will consider using the
available budget for deploying wireless and extending the useful life of existing wired capacity.
With the deployment of security protocols backed by the Wi-Fi Alliance, it is already accepted that a
well-designed Wi-Fi network is as secure as a wired LAN connection, if not more so. Likewise, millions of
Wi-Fi phones are in use worldwide, demonstrating the maturity of multimedia over Wi-Fi technology.
The latest Wi-Fi advance, 802.11n has now proven that wireless can offer higher performance than most
wired Ethernet connections: 802.11n access points currently support data rates up to 300 Mbps, superior
to most common 100 Mbps Ethernet connections.
This 5x increase in speed over legacy Wi-Fi standards eliminates the last serious hurdle to adoption of
the all-wireless workplace, where no cables need be run to individual desks and workstations. As a result of 802.11n, wireless will soon become the edge of the enterprise network.
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2FCNPGK?PW@CLCjRMD LGQGRQQSNCPGMPNCPDMPK?LAC UFGAF?JQMKC?LQQSNCPGMPP?LEC 5FCL
deployed with Meru’s award winning Fourth Generation wireless architecture1 using Channel Layering,
802.11n enables connections at much higher data rates with pervasive coverage and reliability exceedGLERF?RMD#RFCPLCR +CPSF?Q?JPC?BWQSNNMPRCB?JJ UGPCJCQQMDjACCDDMPRQGLBCNJMWKCLRQUMPJBUGBC 
Combining Meru’s proven architecture with the increased speed and range capabilities of 802.11n, it is
possible for wireless LANs to become the primary network for most enterprises. Meru’s ability to provide the same performance in a single channel as traditional WLAN systems provide using three or more
means that organizations can effectively deploy 802.11n in the 2.4 GHz band, something that no other
TCLBMPA?LBMUGRFMSRQSDDCPGLEQGELGjA?LRNCPDMPK?LACBCEP?B?RGML
+CPSQQNCARP?JCDjAGCLAWF?Q?LMRFCP@GE?BT?LR?EC+SJRG P?BGM.QA?LSQCKSJRGNJCAF?LLCJQDMP?Bditional capacity or redundancy, something not possible with other systems. This is particularly important
?R %&X @SRGRGQ?JQMLCACQQ?PWRME?GLRFCDSJJ@CLCjRQMDRFCGLAPC?QCBQNCARPSKLMU?T?GJ?@JC?R
GHz. Unlike competitors using legacy technology, Meru makes it possible for enterprises to pervasively
deploy secure wireless voice and data networks as the primary connection for mission critical activities.

802.11n Overview
The IEEE 802.11n standard is a huge step forward for the wireless LAN industry. 802.11n updates nearly
every aspect of the technology to offer dramatically improved throughput, range and coverage. Before
802.11n, Meru Networks had already distinguished itself with an innovative architecture for deploying high density wireless LANs that deliver high performance and application stability using the IEEE
 ? @ EQR?LB?PBQ 'RQFGNNCBRFCjPQRCLRCPNPGQC L?AACQQNMGLRQGL ?LBUGJJAMLRGLSCRM
guarantee application delivery within the 802.11n standards framework.
'### LGQ?QCRMDQNCAGjA?RGMLQDMPFGEFRFPMSEFNSRCLF?LACKCLRQRMRFC UGPCJCQQ*,
standard. It includes a number of improvements at both the Physical (PHY) and Media Access Control
(MAC) layers. Ultimately, when all of the 802.11n enhancements are used in an ideal network supporting only 802.11n stations, Physical layer data rates of 600 Mbps per radio will be possible. This is more
than a tenfold improvement over 802.11a/g, but the real performance increase can be even greater as
RFC+!J?WCPCDjAGCLAGCQKC?LRF?RKMPCMDRFGQ@?LBUGBRFGQ?T?GJ?@JCRMPC?J?NNJGA?RGMLQ

Status of IEEE 802.11n and Wi-Fi Alliance
Wireless LAN silicon vendors are already shipping chipsets that support 802.11n. These have quickly
become a standard feature on enterprise laptops. Following Meru’s lead, many other infrastructure venBMPQF?TCPCJC?QCB L @?QCB.Q UFGJCRFCAFGNQCRQ?PC?JQMjLBGLERFCGPU?WGLRMMRFCPBCTGACQ
such as home routers and Wi-Fi phones. Despite this widespread industry support, the IEEE 802.11n
QNCAGjA?RGMLGQLMRMDjAG?JJW?QR?LB?PBWCRDMPK?JP?RGjA?RGMLMD LGQCVNCARCBGL(SLCMD 2
&MUCTCPRFCRCAFLGA?JBCR?GJQMDRFC LQR?LB?PBF?TC@CCLjL?JGXCBDMPQMKCRGKC?LBDMPK?J
IEEE standardization is not a critical requirement for compatibility. In the early days of 802.11 networks,
many products that claimed to be compatible with 802.11b did not work together, thanks to the large
number of options in the standard. To address this, the industry created the Wi-Fi Alliance (http://www.
UG j MPE ?EJM@?J LML NPMjR?QQMAG?RGMLMDKMPCRF?LAMKN?LGCQBCTMRCBRMNPMKMRGLERFC
EPMURFMDUGPCJCQQ*MA?JPC?,CRUMPIQ5*,Q 2FC5G $GJJG?LACQRCQRGLE?LBACPRGjA?RGMLNPMEP?KQ
FCJNCLQSPCRFCGLRCPMNCP?@GJGRWMD5*,NPMBSARQ@?QCBMLT?PGMSQ'### QNCAGjA?RGMLQ
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The Wi-Fi Alliance’s tests are always based on IEEE 802.11 standards, but it doesn’t always wait for an
MDjAG?JQR?LB?PB 'L(SLC GR@CE?L?ACPRGjA?RGMLNPMEP?K@?QCBML"P?DR MDRFC'### L
QR?LB?PB f"P?DRLtNPMBSARQ?PCACPRGjCBRM@CGLRCPMNCP?@JC@?QCBML?QS@QCRMDRFC LQNCAGjA?RGML PCKMTGLERFCJ?QR@?PPGCPRM L?BMNRGMLGLRFCCLRCPNPGQC  L"P?DR GQ?JPC?BW
becoming the de-facto standard for high-performance WLAN equipment, with the Wi-Fi logo guaranteeing interoperability.
!SQRMKCPQQFMSJB?JU?WQJMMIDMPRFC5G $GACPRGjA?RGMLJMEM@CDMPCNSPAF?QGLEUGPCJCQQ*,NPMBucts to ensure interoperability. Meru’s AP300 family of 802.11n Access Points are Wi-Fi CERTIFIED™ for
802.11n draft 2.0 3 'RQPCACLRJW?LLMSLACB.UGJJ@CACPRGjCBNPGMPRMECLCP?J?T?GJ?@GJGRW  &MUCTCP 
ACPRGjA?RGMLBMCQLMRES?P?LRCCNCPDMPK?LAC QMSQCPQ?JQMLCCBRMGLTCQRGE?RCRFCN?PRGASJ?PDC?RSPCQ
of different vendors’ products and the deployment architectures these enable.
'LBCTCJMNGLE'### L"P?DR  RFC@?QGQDMPRFC5G $GJJG?LAC>"P?DR LACPRGjA?RGML RFC'###
K?BCMNRGML?J?LSK@CPMDGKNMPR?LRDC?RSPCQMDRFCMPGEGL?J LQNCAGjA?RGML 2FCDSJJQR?LB?PB
will likely include options for up to 4 transmitting and receiving antennas, as well as support for more
QN?RG?JQRPC?KQ &MUCTCP 5G $GJJG?LAC>"P?DR LACPRGjA?RGMLAMTCPQ?LRCLL?AF?GLQ?LBQN?RG?J
streams. When combined with the new 40 MHz channel size and MAC improvements, this delivers up
RM+@NQP?UB?R?P?RC 5FCLAMLjESPCBNPMNCPJW RFCSQ?@JC?EEPCE?RCRFPMSEFNSRGQ?PMSLB
Mbps per radio.
The 802.11n standard is also designed to be backward-compatible with 802.11a/b/g: legacy clients can
connect to a an 802.11n network, while 802.11n clients can connect to legacy networks. However,
legacy connectivity is always at legacy speeds, and some vendors don’t support it at all, necessitating a
DMPIJGDRSNEP?BC  LGQ?JQMRFCjPQRQR?LB?PBRMMDDCP@MRF %&X?LB%&X MNRGMLQ KC?LGLE
that some networks or clients may not be backward-compatible with all three previous standards.

,(((Q)HDWXUHVDQG%HQH¿WV
MIMO
2FCKMQRQGELGjA?LRAF?LECGL LGQRFC?BBGRGMLMD+'+-RMRFCNFWQGA?JJ?WCP +'+- +SJRGNJC
Input Multiple Output, is the use of more than one transmitter and more than one receiver on the same
wireless device to increase performance. MIMO introduces a smart antenna system to the standard that
uses multiple transmit and multiple receive antennas to improve RF signal quality and increase the raw
data rate.

Figure 1: Multiple paths between an access point with three antennas and a client with two
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802.11n products are typically described in terms of their MIMO (Multiple In, Multiple Out) attributes,
denoted by TxR:S where T is the number of transmit radio chains, R is the number of receive radio
chains and S is the number of spatial streams. Most of the 802.11n enterprise APs are either 2x2:2 or
3x3:2 systems while most of the initial 802.11n clients are 2x2:2 systems. Other combinations are also
possible. At least two antennas are required for two spatial streams, but many systems have more antennas than the number of spatial streams.
The diversity of transmit and receive radio chains is one way that 802.11n provides improved range
and better coverage, though buyers need to keep in mind that the number of antennas is not the only
factor determining this. For example, tests show that a Meru 2x2 AP offers better range and coverage
than another vendors’ 3x3 AP, thanks to Meru’s more advanced antenna design. Performance depends
on antenna quality, not just the number of antennas.
802.11n also implements another MIMO technique called SDM - spatial division multiplexing. Using the
multiple transmit and receive radio chains, it is possible to transmit multiple streams of data simultaneously on the same channel, thereby increasing the data rate and overall throughput. Draft n products
KSQRQSNNMPR?RJC?QRRUMQN?RG?JQRPC?KQ 2FCDSJJ LQNCAGjA?RGMLMDDCPQMNRGMLQDMPSNRMDMSP
spatial streams, though as yet no systems with this feature have been produced.
Rather than the number of antennas, the number of spatial streams is the key factor in determining
data rate. Assuming a clear signal, a two spatial stream link will achieve twice the throughput of a
single spatial stream in the same channel. Each spatial stream provides up to 150 Mbps of data rate, so
a system with two spatial streams will provide up to 300 Mbps data rates.

Improved OFDM
The 802.11n PHY increases the bit rate of the channel through improved OFDM. Originally introduced
to Wi-Fi in 802.11a and 802.11g, OFDM is Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, which breaks
the data stream up into several sub carriers that are sent in parallel. This allows more data to be reliably transmitted within the same channel size. The highest bit rate for 802.11a and 11g was 54 Mbps,
whereas 802.11n achieves up to 65 Mbps in the same 20 MHz channel with a single stream. As with
previous 802.11n variants, the highest data rates depend on a clear signal. When signal quality is poor,
the system will drop down to simpler modulation with lower data rates.
The 802.11n physical layer also increases data rate by supporting an optional Short Guard Interval which
increases the low level symbol rate by an additional 10%. The Guard Interval is a gap in data transmission used to protect a signal against echoes from previous transmissions, so like the improved OFDM it
depends on a high signal-to-noise ratio.

Channel Bonding
802.11n allows two adjacent 20 MHz channels to be combined to form a single 40 MHz channel. This
effectively doubles the raw data rate possible. A two stream system will achieve 150 Mbps raw data rate
in a 20 MHz channel and up to 300 Mbps in a 40 MHz channel. However, increasing the channel size
decreases the total number of channels available. There is only one available 40 MHz channel in the 2.4
GHz band (in North America) and up to eleven 40 MHz channels available in the 5 GHz band.
Meru is the only vendor in the industry that support full 300Mbps with 40MHz channels in the 2.4GHz band.
5
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MAC Protocol Improvements
The 802.11 Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol has also been enhanced compared to earlier versions
of 802.11. The improvements here do not actually increase the raw data rate, but they do make more of
it available to real applications.
.?AICR?EEPCE?RGML?LB JMAI!)?JJMUKMPCCDjAGCLRSQCMDRFCFGEFCPB?R?P?RC.&7 L!)?Aknowledgement) is no longer required for each data frame: The 802.11n MAC allows multiple frames
to be transmitted in sequence, without waiting for an ACK before transmitting the next. A single ACK
instead covers a block of many transmitted frames. This reduces the protocol overhead and improves
NCPDMPK?LAC N?PRGASJ?PJWDMPQRPC?KGLERP?DjAQSAF?QTGBCM
There are other protocol optimizations that reduce overhead, though these require that networks conQGQRCLRGPCJWMD LQR?RGMLQ  $MPCV?KNJC 0CBSACB'LRCPDP?KC1N?AC0'$1BCjLCQ?QFMPRCPRGKC
interval between successive frames on the airwaves, similar to the Short Guard Interval at the lower level.

Overall Performance Impact
he performance improvement of each of the 802.11n mechanisms is multiplied to produce the effective
data rate of the system. A single stream of 802.11n in a 20 MHz channel provides 65 Mbps. Two spatial
streams doubles this to 130 Mbps. Using 40 MHz channels increases the raw data rate to 270 Mbps, and
adding Short Guard Interval results in 300 Mbps.
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Q%HQH¿WVIRU(QWHUSULVH
Higher Data Rates
!SPPCLRCLRCPNPGQC LNPMBSARQRF?R?PC"P?DRLACPRGjCB?PCA?N?@JCMD+@NQP?UB?R?P?RC
over a 40 MHz bonded channel with two spatial streams. The effective throughput for an enterprise
class 802.11n client on a properly designed network is about 180 Mbps.

Greater Range and Robust Coverage
Besides increased data rate and throughput, 802.11n improves range and coverage compared to legacy
802.11g and 802.11a. Communication between 802.11n access points and clients is robust due to the
adaptive multiple antenna systems used at both ends of the wireless link.

Higher Capacity
Properly designed 802.11n networks can deliver multiple gigabits of useful capacity in a given area. In
addition to the increases in raw data rate, the highest capacities of all are achieved using Channel LayCPGLE ?L?PAFGRCARSPCK?BCNMQQG@JC@W+CPSQGP2P?DjA!MLRPMJRCAFLMJMEW

Compatibility with Legacy Systems
802.11n systems are fully backward compatible with 802.11a/b/g, meaning both that 802.11n clients can
connect to legacy 802.11 a/b/g networks and that 802.11n infrastructure can support a mix of 802.11n
clients and 802.11a/b/g clients. However this compatibility with legacy systems has a price. Careful planning is required to maximize the performance potential of newer 802.11n systems while also allowing
legacy clients to operate on the same network infrastructure.
2FC LQR?LB?PBBCjLCQRFPCCBGDDCPCLRKMBCQMDMNCP?RGMLRF?RBCQAPG@CRFC@?AIU?PBQAMKN?Ribility of 802.11n networks. These three modes are:
q+LJK7KURXJKSXW*UHHQ¿HOG0RGH In this mode, only 802.11n clients are supported. The entire network operates at full speed, taking advantage of all the improvements at both the physical and MAC
J?WCPQ +MQRSQCPQUGJJU?LRRMCLQSPCRF?RRFCGP LLCRUMPIQMNCP?RCGL%PCCLjCJB+MBC?Q
much as possible, though the popularity of previous Wi-Fi standards mean that few users will initially
be able to use it on every channel all the time.
q+LJK7KURXJKSXW0L[HG0RGH In mixed mode, the network uses 802.11n when communicating with
802.11n nodes and 802.11a/b/g when communicating with 802.11a/b/g nodes. In this scenario, the
802.11n stations are somewhat faster than the 802.11 a/b/g stations, but they are not able to operate at full 802.11n speed due to signaling overhead. Some Mixed Mode networks can also be slowed
by the increased time that legacy clients take to send and receive data, as only one client can access
a channel at once. To prevent this, Meru networks use Air-time fairness, a technology that gives all
clients equal access to the network unless QoS priorities demand otherwise.
q/HJDF\0RGH This means that the 802.11n equipment essentially emulates 802.11/a/b/g, so data
rates are limited to 54 Mbps. However, there is often some improvement over a true legacy network,
as 802.11n’s multiple antennas can achieve better range and coverage. Because the data rate of
7
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802.11a/g is highly range-dependent – the full 54 Mbps is only available relatively close to the access
point, so better coverage can also increase speed and capacity.
5FCPCKSJRGNJCAF?LLCJQ?PC?T?GJ?@JC RFCMNRGKSKNCPDMPK?LACUGJJSQS?JJW@C?AFGCTCB@WAMLjLGLE
+GVCB+MBCRMHSQRMLCAF?LLCJQMRF?R?JJRFCMRFCPQA?LSQC%PCCLjCJB+MBC &MUCTCP RFGQGQLMR
always possible, as 802.11a may need to be supported in addition to 802.11g, requiring two channels.
2MCLQSPCRF?R%PCCLjCJB+MBCGQ?T?GJ?@JCGL@MRF@?LBQ ?RMR?JMDDMSPP?BGMQ?PCLCACQQ?PW

802.11n Enterprise Design Considerations
HIEEE 802.11n has the potential to replace Ethernet as the primary enterprise network access method,
thanks to its combination of higher throughput, superior capacity and better coverage than previous
802.11 generations. However, a successful enterprise deployment entails careful consideration of several
factors that did not affect previous Wi-Fi technologies. In particular, the architecture of networks using
non-Meru technology means that the wider channel size and increased range can cause as many problems as they solve.

AP Coverage is Different with 802.11n
The range of 802.11n networks is much better than earlier standards, but the way that range is
?AFGCTCBGQTCPWBGDDCPCLR?LBKMPCQCLQGRGTCRMRFCNFWQGA?JCLTGPMLKCLR 2FCjESPC@CJMUQFMUQRFC
?ARS?JAMTCP?ECMD?L L.GL?N?PRGASJ?PMDjACCLTGPMLKCLR &GEFCPB?R?P?RCQ?PCGLBGA?RCB@W
the darker color. Some areas of high data rate coverage are very far away from the AP and not even
contiguous.
In 802.11 a/b/g networks, AP
coverage maps are relatively
simple. They look like a series
of concentric circles emanating
from each of the APs, with higher
data rate circles closer to the AP.
In 802.11n, APs provide coverage
that is much less predictable due
to its reliance on multipath effects for better signals. Instead of
neat, easily arranged concentric
circles, coverage cells are spiky
and sometimes non-contiguous,
leading to more coverage holes
and possibly higher co-channel
interference.

Figure 3: Bandwidth density (shades of blue) surrounding an 802.11n
access point (red)
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Coverage Planning is Complicated and Unpredictable
!MTCP?ECN?RRCPLQDMPKSJRGNJC.BCNJMWKCLRQMD L?PCTCPWBGDjASJRRMNPCBGAR@CA?SQCRFC
NFWQGA?JJ?WCPRCAFLMJMEWJCTCP?ECQKSJRG N?RFPCkCARGMLQMDRFC0$QGEL?JRF?RA?SQCRFCPCACGTCPRMQCC
multiple copies of the signal. Multi-path effects were ignored by previous 802.11 systems, but are used
by 802.11n to increase both data rate and range. This makes 802.11n systems highly sensitive to their
physical environment and means that each deployment is unique.
Vendors using legacy third-generation technology require a microcell architecture, in which adjacent
access points are each tuned to a different frequency to avoid interference. Deciding which APs will use
which channels in a large network is very complex, and usually left up to automated RF tools that attempt to predict coverage.
Because of the unpredictable, spiky
coverage pattern of 802.11n APs, the
estimates made by automated tools
will be even less accurate for 802.11n
than for 802.11a/b/g. As yet, there few
802.11n site survey tools on the market,
and they are likely to lead to a greater
number of coverage holes than their
802.11a/b/g equivalents. APs will also
Office Floor
overlap their coverage with neighboring APs more than desired, increasing Figure 4: Microcell complexity, colors representing channels.
Left: 802.11n; Right: 802.11a/b/g
interference that degrades performance.
QRFCjESPC?@MTCQFMUQ QGKNJCBCQGELESGBCJGLCQSQCBDMP ? @ ELCRUMPIQQSAF?QRFCAMKmon “20% overlap of adjacent cells” estimate are no longer practical with 802.11n due to the irregular
coverage patterns. While these result in patterns of microcells such as that on the right for 802.11a/g,
RFCMLCMLRFCJCDRGQKMPCJGICJWUGRF L CQNCAG?JJWGL?LMDjACCLTGPMLKCLRUFCPCAJMQCJW N?AICB
walls, doors or cube dividers provide multiple radio paths. Predictive coverage planning tools developed
for 802.11a/b/g systems do not deliver useful estimates for 802.11n systems, as their calculations are
based on RF signal attenuation and cannot account for multi-path at all.

Backward compatibility between 802.11n and legacy 802.11 a/g clients
The 802.11n standard requires that hardware offer backwards compatibility with legacy 802.11 equipment, though users can choose to disable this feature. When enabled, 802.11n devices will operate
with degraded throughput mode in the presence of legacy 802.11 a/b/g devices, but still perceive some
capacity and range improvements compared to their legacy counterparts.

9
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Figure 5: Relative Impact of backward com-
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Backward compatibility is a key requirement for any new networking
standard, but it has historically reduced the effective capacity of the
newer technology. 802.11n is no different from previous standards efforts
GLRFGQPCQNCAR 'BC?JJW RM@CLCjRDPMK
the full capabilities of 802.11n, the
legacy wireless devices should be quarantined to a different channel from
802.11n devices, enabling the .11n clients to operate with no performance
impact. This channel isolation is not
always possible, as it requires multiple
channels and multiple radios.

Microcell 802.11g networks already use the entire 2.4 GHz. band to provide just one access layer, leaving no non-overlapping channels free for legacy 802.11b clients. The problem will be even worse with
802.11n, thanks to its wider channel size. In a microcell network, all 2.4 GHz. 802.11n clients may be
slowed down by a single 802.11b/g device.

Co-Channel Interference
Radio transmissions can cause interference to other devices at a range beyond their useful communication range. This co-channel interference affects performance, reducing both coverage and data rate of
access points based on a microcell architecture. Because the communication range of 802.11n systems is
increased compared to previous versions of 802.11, the interference range is also greater. Together with
the unpredictable coverage area, this will make co-channel interference an even more serious problem
with microcell networks that attempt to upgrade to 802.11n.

Deployment of 802.11n APs
802.11n can be deployed in both the highly popular 2.4 GHz and the 5 GHz spectrum. Though most
new clients may eventually use the 5 GHz. band thanks to its much greater number of channels, most
LAJGCLRQRMB?WQSNNMPR@MRF %&X ?LB%&X @SRQR?PRQA?LLGLE?R %&X jPQR 'DRFCWjLB? 
GHz. network, they will connect to it, even if it is 802.11b/g only and does not support the higher data
rates. This makes support for full-rate 802.11n at 2.4 GHz. critical for optimum performance of new
802.11n clients..
Unfortunately, the microcell architecture used by most vendors places a serious barrier to 802.11n in
the 2.4 GHz spectrum, as the highest data rates require the wider 40 MHz channels. Only one 40MHz
channel is available at 2.4 GHz., which means microcell networks cannot reliably be deployed at full 300
Mbps speeds in the 2.4 GHz band. will need to leave large gaps between cells to avoid co-channel interference. Without channel bonding, the maximum data rate for 802.11n clients is reduced to 130 Mbps.
10
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Both legacy 802.11 b/g clients and newer 802.11n clients will be on the same channels, further reducing
the overall speed and throughput of the network.

UNI I 5.15-5.25

UNI II 5.25-5.35
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Figure 6: Total Available 40MHz channels at 5 GHz = 11

The 5 GHz spectrum has eleven non-overlapping 40 MHz. channels available, so a microcells architecture
is possible here. However, as shown below it results in higher design complexity for the system, as well
as incompatibility with the dominant 2.4 GHz channel plan and network design. The two bands require
different channel designs and hence different AP placements.

Figure 7: Microcell channel pattern for 802.11n at 5 GHz.

Diversity of Wireless Client Capabilities with 802.11n
The diversity of wireless devices and drivers already causes issues with existing wireless LANs. At 2.4
GHz., slower 802.11b clients throttle the performance of faster 802.11g clients. At both frequencies,
“sticky” clients fail to execute a handoff, instead remaining connected to one AP even when they move
so far away from it that their data rate drops. Poorly implemented clients or drivers can accentuate
these problems, putting a strain on even the most sophisticated wireless networks.
All of these issues are set to get worse with 802.11n. Because the standard is so complex, the difference between the best and basic wireless client and driver implementations can be dramatic. 802.11n
offers myriad options in terms of spectrum usage (20 MHz or 40 MHz channels), transmit and receive
QRPC?KQV V V VAMLjESP?RGMLQ CLAMBGLE/.1)RM/+ QN?RG?J-$"+ ?LB+!
protocol optimizations (TXOP, frame aggregation, block ACK, delayed ACK). A wireless phone or other
handheld client may have a 2x2:1 radio operating at low power. Notebook PCs may have a 3x3:2 radio
with excellent antennas and much higher power. The perceived range and coverage will be different
depending on the type of client even when all support 802.11n.
A single legacy client can have a huge performance impact for all users. As the chart below shows, the
difference in the air time required to send the same length packet using different 802.11 standards is
11
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Relative Time to Transfer Same Data

dramatic. If all clients are allowed to send the
same number of packets, an 802.11n network
could spend nearly all its time listening to slow
802.11b transmissions. The worst client will dominate the airwaves and the performance of the entire network will suffer due to the slower clients.

802.11n

802.11g

Power Over Ethernet
802.11b

802.11n access points incorporate multiple radios
each with multiple spatial streams, requiring
Time
much more processing power than legacy access
points. Most LAN edge switches now provide
Figure 8: Impact of client diversity on performance
Power Over Ethernet (PoE) as per the IEEE 802.3af standard. DC power is injected at the switch or at a separate inline device, carried over Ethernet cabling to
the access point. The nominal limit for 802.3af (at the device) is 12.95W, too low for many 802.11n APs.
Access points can also accept local DC power provided by a plug-in power supply, but many enterprises
do not like to use such supplies because they require an AC outlet. This increases the cost and complexity of the installation for each AP. It also means that remote power management is not possible.
A new PoE standard is under development, tentatively called 802.3at. It aims to deliver at least 30W of
power to each client device. This standard will not be complete until 2009, and implementation will involve forklift upgrades to LAN edge switches or mid-span injectors. Meru’s 802.11n APs will not require
this, as they can use the existing 802.3af standard.

Backend Network/Controller support for pervasive 802.11n deployment
5GRFJCE?AW ? @ E.Q RFCRFPMSEFNSRNCP.GQQSDjAGCLRJWJMURF?RRFCMLJWLCRUMPI@MRRJCneck is in the air. For example, a typical network with predominantly 802.11g clients will have a peak
CDDCARGTCRFPMSEFNSRMD+@NQNCP. QQSKGLE?LMTCP QS@QAPGNRGMLD?ARMPMDjTC .QA?L@C
handled with a single Gbps Ethernet link. The order-of-magnitude increase in over-the-air throughput
also means that the backend network controller must also be able to support a high throughput..

Meru’s Fourth Generation WLAN Architecture: Designed for 802.11n
Meru has been shipping its award winning fourth generation WLAN architecture since 2003. A combination of advanced, unique technologies, the Meru architecture fully complies with all Wi-Fi standards
including 802.11n Draft 2. When used with standard 802.11a/b/g/n clients, it enables high density wireless LAN deployments in the enterprise with application performance, reliability and security comparable to that of Ethernet.

)RXUWK*HQHUDWLRQ$LU7UDI¿F&RQWURO
UThird-generation enterprise 802.11 systems use a wireless LAN controller to manage and secure large
scale deployments with many APs. Sometimes called switches because early models had to be connected
12
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directly to APs (taking the place of Ethernet switches), controllers centralize management, security and
IP mobility. The widespread use of controller-based systems has made enterprise wireless LAN deployments practical for enterprise IT departments, but not yet enabled seamless mobility at the high data
rates required by multimedia applications.
2FCDMSPRFECLCP?RGMLR?ICQRFCAMLRPMJJCP?QRCNDSPRFCPUGRF+CPSQGP2P?DjA!MLRPMJ?PAFGRCARSPC 'L
addition to centralized management, security and mobility, the Meru controller governs access to the
airwaves in real time. The Meru controller coordinates the activities of every AP and client to reduce
GLRCPDCPCLAC?LBCLQSPCCDjAGCLRMNCP?RGMLMDRFCCLRGPCUGPCJCQQLCRUMPI 
'L?+CPSQWQRCKUGRFGP2P?DjA!MLRPMJ RFCGLDP?QRPSARSPCGQGLAF?PEC QQMAG?RGMLQ@CRUCCLAJGCLRQ
and APs are controlled by the network, not by each individual client, resulting in improved mobility
and handoffs between APs that are instantaneous and seamless. The Meru controller has global awareness of the entire system and therefore knows which AP provides the best service for each client. Load
balancing is automatic.
GP2P?DjA!MLRPMJBCJGTCPQ?GPRGKCD?GPLCQQ BCLQGRWAMLRPMJ?LBBCRCPKGLGQRGA/M1 GPRGKCD?GPLCQQ
ensures that each wireless client gets its fair share of the airtime so that high performance clients do
not have to wait for legacy clients. Density control ensures that the airtime is not overly consumed with
collisions and retransmissions, something that other networks let occur due to differing client impleKCLR?RGMLQMDRFC NPMRMAMJQ "CRCPKGLGQRGA/M1@SGJBQMLRFCRP?DjANPGMPGRGX?RGMLMDRFC C
QR?LB?PB CVNJGAGRJWAMMPBGL?RGLETMGAC?LBB?R?RP?DjAUGRFGLRFCLCRUMPIQMRF?RRFCWBMLMRGLRCPDCPC
with each other.

Virtual Cell Architecture
The conventional approach for deploying multiple access points in an enterprise, shown below, is a
microcell architecture that arranges the APs such that adjacent access points are using different channels. The APs then operate independently, with the controller’s role limited largely to processing of
RP?DjAGRQCJD
In a microcell system, the power level and channel
of each access point must be adjusted to ensure
that there is enough overlap to avoid coverage
holes. However, the power can not be set too
high because this would cause co-channel interference with other access points

Ch. 11
Ch. 6

Ch. 11

Ch. 11

Figure 9: Multiple microcells on different channels

In a Meru system, all of the APs use the same channel. The controller coordinates airtime access of clients
RMCLQSPCCDjAGCLRMNCP?RGMLMDRFCCLRGPCLCRUMPI #?AFAJGCLRQRP?DjAGQ?SRMK?RGA?JJWPMSRCBRFPMSEF
the appropriate access point. Although all use the same channel, multiple APs and clients can transmit
without risking interference. Instead of standalone wireless Ethernet hubs, Meru APs operate as a coordinated system of antennas, maximizing parallelism in transmission while minimizing co-channel interference. The entire enterprise can be covered with a single pervasive and homogenous Virtual Cell.
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A Meru system is much simpler to deploy because all access points are on the same channel
and they can be set at the maximum permitted power. Overlapping coverage areas are an
advantage rather than a problem in the Meru
system. The Meru controller eliminates co-channel interference by coordinating APs using Air
2P?DjA!MLRPMJRCAFLMJMEW 

Ch. 11

Ch. 11

Ch. 11

Ch. 11

Ch. 11
Ch. 11

Ch. 11

Figure 10: Meru access points all on channel 11

'LQRC?BMDKSJRGNJC.Q AJGCLRQQCCMLJWMLC?QGLEJC4GPRS?J!CJJ 2FGQQGKNJGjCQRFCLCRUMPI ?QRFC
client no longer has to concern itself with decisions about which AP it should link to. Instead, all such
decisions are taken by the network itself, with associations automatically load balanced to ensure optimum performance and battery life. Handover is almost instantaneous, as from the client perspective
handovers do not occur: The client remains connected to the same virtual AP even as it moves through
a large network.
Because APs are all using the same channel, a client can even be connected through more than one AP
at once. This makes handoffs much smoother, as a new connection is established before an old one is
dropped. It also improves accuracy of location tracking and further extends range. Behavior is more
consistent, something particularly important with mobile 802.11n clients as these introduce new roamGLE?JEMPGRFKQ 5GRFGP2P?DjA!MLRPMJ AJGCLR GLGRG?RCBPM?KGLEGQSLLCACQQ?PW

Adding More Capacity: Channel Layering
To increase capacity in any system, more access points must be added. In a microcell system, this means
that the access points need to repeat the alternating pattern but with smaller cells. The power level for
all APs must be further reduced to prevent co-channel interference.
The Meru system can layer additional Virtual Cells in the same area. Unlike microcells, multiple layered
Virtual Cells coexist in the same physical space, each using a different channel. The capacity of the network can thus increase linearly with every new AP or radio added, with the only limit being the number
of channels available.
The additional channels can be implemented through either additional APs or additional radios on the
same AP. Meru offers omnidirectional APs with up to four radios, an engineering feat still not achieved
by competitors.

Network Design Flexibility
Channel Layering effectively multiplies the number of wireless networks by however many radios are
GLQR?JJCB RFMSEFSLGjCBK?L?ECKCLRKC?LQRF?RRFCKSJRGNJCLCRUMPIQA?L@CRPC?RCB?QMLC 'RA?L
seem similar to microcells in that more than one channel is used. The difference is that Channel Layering makes all channels available throughout the network, whereas microcells use a patchwork that
makes all but one or two channels unavailable in any particular cell. It has several applications:
+LJKEDQGZLGWKGHQVLW\
A standard AP acts like an Ethernet hub, sharing its bandwidth among all users connected to it. Channel
layering allows APs to act as true wireless switches, multiplying network capacity by adding more radios.
14
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5HGXQGDQF\
Multiple channels mean that a network is better able to withstand interference. This is particularly
important in the narrow 2.4 GHz band, where Wi-Fi networks compete with cordless phones, Bluetooth devices and microwave ovens, but newer phones and radar systems affect 5 GHz networks too.
By using an AP with multiple 802.11n radios, such as the Meru AP300 series or AP440, users can ensure
that a backup channel is always available when one is blocked by interference.
Legacy WLAN systems are not capable of this sort of RF redundancy, which is only made possible by
using Meru’s layered channel approach For even greater redundancy, Meru’s AP 440 supports two
Gigabit Ethernet uplinks for connections to separate switches and power sources.
5HVHUYHGEDQGZLGWK
Voice and data can coexist on a single-channel network, using QoS mechanisms to ensure that voice
RP?DjAGQNPGMPGRGXCB  SRDMPCVRP?PC?QQSP?LAC AF?LLCJ J?WCPGLEA?LQCEPCE?RC?NNJGA?RGMLQ?RRFC
physical layer, giving voice and data separate channels. Similarly, channel layering also guarantee
bandwidth to particular applications or users.
q%LJJHUIDVWHUPRUHUHOLDEOHPHVK
 5GRFMSR?AACQQRMKSJRGNJCAF?LLCJQ LMBCQGL?KCQFF?TCRM@SDDCPRP?DjASLRGJ?P?BGMAF?LLCJGQ
free – a process that can add latency, reducing the number of hops available. Channel layering lets
mesh networks separate client connections from mesh itself at the physical layer, making larger
KCQFCQNMQQG@JCUGRFMSRQ?APGjAGLENCPDMPK?LAC 
Meru networks can scale up to very dense systems with many Virtual Cells, many access points and
many clients. Microcell-based systems cannot, as they already consume multiple channels in an atRCKNRRM?TMGBGLRCPDCPCLAC 2FCGP2P?DjA!MLRPMJ?PAFGRCARSPCCLQSPCQRF?RRFCLCRUMPIPCK?GLQ
stable and that applications behave as expected even under heavy loads. With Meru’s fourth generation architecture, wireless LANs become a credible alternative to wired networks. The all-wireless
MDjACA?L@C?PC?JGRW

0HUX¶V8QLTXH$UFKLWHFWXUDO%HQH¿WVIRUQ
Meru’s Virtual Cell architecture offers a number of advantages compared to conventional micro-cell
enterprise deployments and addresses many of the deployment issues that arise with 802.11n.

Simpler Network Planning
"CNJMWGLE+CPSQ4GPRS?J!CJJQEPC?RJWQGKNJGjCQ LLCRUMPINJ?LLGLE 2FC+CPS.QA?L@CBCployed on the same channel at high power.
Because of MIMO, the shapes of 802.11n cells are much less predictable than those of 802.11a/b/g cells,
making coverage holes and interference more likely in a microcell network. This is not a problem with
Meru’s Virtual Cell technology, in which the coverage areas of all APs merge to form a seamless blanker.
!MTCP?ECFMJCQ?PCJCQQJGICJWGDRFCWBMMAASP ?BBGLE?LCU.UGJJNJSERFCFMJCUGRFMSRPCOSGPGLE
RFCLCRUMPIRM@CPCAMLjESPCB 
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Micro Cellular
802.11b/g
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6
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Figure 11: Multiple microcells (top) contrasted

802.11a

with Meru’s single-channel Virtual Cell (bottom)

802.11n

Meru turns overlapping AP coverage areas
from a problem into a solution. Instead of
interfering with each other, the neighboring
APs help each other, providing additional
coverage in areas where the signals from
one alone would be weaker. The centralized,
PC?J RGKCGP2P?DjA!MLRPMJQWQRCKPCNJ?ACQ
expensive site surveys and planning.
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GP2P?DjA!MLRPMJ?JQMCL?@JCQ.QRM@PM?Bcast at maximum power, improving range
and extending coverage into areas that
microcells would leave as holes. If coverage
gaps are found, they can be plugged simply
by adding more APs without additional planLGLEMPPCAMLjESP?RGML

40 40 40
40 40
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Client Investment Protection
Meru’s single channel approach also helps
with the challenge of migrating from
legacy 802.11b/g clients. This is because the
2.4 GHz band has only 3 non-overlapping
20 MHz channels. In a conventional micro
cellular deployment as shown below, all of
these channels would be consumed providGLEAMTCP?ECRFPMSEFMSR?LMDjAC 5FCL
upgrading to 802.11n, the entire system
must run in mixed mode or suffer from cochannel interference. New 802.11n clients
that use 2.4 GHz will have to share the
network with legacy clients, operating at
lower performance than their
full potential.
In a Meru system, legacy clients and
802.11n clients can be separated on different channels that cover the same area. The
802.11n Virtual Cell can use two non-overlapping channels to run in GreenField Mode
at 40 Mhz, while a separate, 20 MHz channel serves legacy 802.11b/g clients as
shown below.

Figure 12: Microcell network consumes all three 2.4 GHz. channels
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Two channels bonded for 40 MHz 802

20 MHz channel for 802.11b/g

Figure 13: Channel Layering in 2.4GHz

Extending the same concept, it is possible to use a 20 MHz channel at 5 GHz for 802.11a clients and a 40
MHz channel for 802.11n clients operating at 5 GHz.

Delivering Maximum Capacity
Layering Virtual Cells can also be used to add capacity to the network. Each Virtual Cell consumes only
one channel, leaving the other channels available for expansion. The alternating channel design of
microcell networks consumes all of the available channels to essentially deliver one channel of capacity
in each area.

Highest RF Reliability
The extra capacity enabled by Channel Layering also makes a network more reliable, as interference
usually affects only one channel at once. Microwave ovens were once the main interference sources, but
now many other devices compete for scarce 2.4 GHz spectrum. Wi-Fi networks must contend with DECT
phones, Bluetooth devices and neighboring companies’ access points. Interference affects 5 GHz networks too, thanks to new cordless phones and to FCC rules that give priority for many 5GHz channels to
radar systems. The interference is set to get worse with 802.11n, as channel bonding to 40 MHz makes
each channel twice as vulnerable.
With Meru’s four-radio AP440, users have three other options if one channel is suddenly blocked. For
maximum reliability, spare Virtual Cells can be kept on hot standby in both the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
@?LBQ GP2P?DjA!MLRPMJ?SRMK?RGA?JJWQUGRAFCQAJGCLRQMTCPRM?LMRFCP4GPRS?J!CJJGDMLC@CAMKCQ
unavailable.

Meru’s 802.11n Product Line
Meru offers a comprehensive product line that is 802.11 Draft 2.0 compliant and Wi-Fi Alliance Draft n
!CPRGjCB

AP 300 Family
The Meru AP300 family of dual-radio 802.11 a/b/g/n access points represents the next generation of
17
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wireless edge devices, providing superior, reliable support for high-capacity data and toll-quality voice.
All can run two 802.11n radios at full speed within the power limits of the current 802.3af standard,
meaning that no new injectors or DC power cabling are necessary.

AP 302
&RQ¿JXUDWLRQTwo a/b/g radios. Each radio is dual band (2.4GHz and 5.0GHz) and upgradeable to 802.11n.
%HQH¿WV1CPTCJCE?AW? @ EAJGCLRQML@MRFP?BGMQRMB?WSNEP?BCRM LGLDSRSPC

AP 310
&RQ¿JXUDWLRQSingle a/b/g/n radio Dual band. Serves all clients either on 2.4 or 5 GHz 802.11n.
%HQH¿WVLower cost 802.11n solution, ideal for layering in .11n on a legacy a/b/g network.

AP 311
&RQ¿JXUDWLRQTwo radios (1 a/b/g/n + 1 a/b/g) Each radio dual band (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz).
%HQH¿WV Serve legacy clients on a/b/g radio and 802.11n clients at 5.0 GHz or 2.4 GHz on second radio.
Ideal for migrating from legacy a/b/g to 802.111n at lower cost. Upgrade second radio to 11n in future
as needed. Because the AP’s radios have built in support for 11n, the AP311 also provides rogue detection for 802.11n devices, something that other a/b/g APs cannot.

AP 320
&RQ¿JXUDWLRQTwo radios (both 802.11a/b/g/n radios.) Each is dual band (2.4G Hz and 5.0 GHz).
%HQH¿WV Serve 802.11n clients on 5.0 GHz. or 2.4 GHz. on both radios. Ideal for deploying layered
802.11n channels to achieve maximum capacity and throughput.

Meru AP440
2FC+CPS.GQRFCjPQR.RMGLAJSBCDMSP LP?BGMQ #?AFQSNNMPRQRFCDSJJ+&XAF?LLCJ
size, allowing a total capacity of up to 1.2Gbps. This makes it an effective way to replace Ethernet, com@GLGLERFCkCVG@GJGRWMDUGPCJCQQUGRFRFCNCPDMPK?LAC?LBQR?@GJGRWMDUGPCQ 'RGQRFCMLJWU?WRMR?IC
maximum advantage of the new standard’s high performance without compromising security, reliability
or interoperability.
2FC.DC?RSPCQRUM%&XP?BGMQ MLC %&XP?BGM?LBMLCBS?J @?LBP?BGM 2FGQK?ICQGRkCVG@JC
enough to handle multiple deployment scenarios. Channel Layering can be used to increase capacity, to
provide backup Virtual Cells, or to segregate legacy clients or particular applications. Alternatively, the
dual-band radio can be used for security monitoring, scanning both bands for potential attackers.
The AP440 integrates three advanced wireless technologies into a single compact unit with no obtrusive
external antennas. It also features USB connectivity for devices such as sensors or spectrum analyzers
Four radios is too many for the current 802.3af standard, so the AP440 can be powered in three different ways: with a separate DC power supply, using the new 802.3at technology, or using two 802.3af
connections in parallel as it has two Gigabit PoE ports.
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Meru MC 5000
2FC+CPS+!!F?QQGQGQ?KMBSJ?P RCJAM EP?BC KSJRG EGE?@GR jTC @J?BCAF?QQGQAMLRPMJJCPDMPSNRM
.QNCPAF?QQGQ  UGRF%@NQRFPMSEFMSRQA?J?@JCRM%@NQ 2FC+!U?QBCQGELCBRMCDjciently handle the increased bandwidth requirements of 802.11n. For enterprises with gigabit Ethernet
at the network edge and multi-gigabit switching capability at the core, the MC 5000 is a centralized
controller that delivers the performance required for large scale 802.11n deployments.

Meru MC 4100
The MC4100 is a self-contained controller that supports up to 4 Gbps of encrypted throughput. Designed to work alone or in concert with other Meru controllers, the MC4100 allows network administrators to securely manage and easily control their wireless networks. It combines seamless mobility
through Meru’s Virtual Cell technology with the capacity necessary for 802.11n networks.

Meru 802.11n Advantages
2FC LQNCAGjA?RGMLGKNPMTCQ5G $GNCPDMPK?LACGLDMSPK?GLU?WQ 2FMSEF?JJF?TC@CCL@PM?BJW
?BMNRCB?APMQQRFCGLBSQRPW?LB5G $GJJG?LACACPRGjA?RGMLEGTCQSQCPQ?ES?P?LRCCRF?RCTCPWK?LSfacturer’s equipment will all work together, not all 802.11n products are equal. The Alliance tests for
GLRCPMNCP?@GJGRW LMRNCPDMPK?LAC +CPSQSLGOSC!F?LLCJ*?WCPGLE 4GPRS?J!CJJ?LBGP2P?DjA!MLRPMJ
technologies are critical for getting the most out of an 802.11n system.
The AP440 is the only access point on the market that can provide four independent channels of
 L @SR!F?LLCJ*?WCPGLE?LBGP2P?DjA!MLRPMJ?PC?JQMQSNNMPRCBMLMRFCP+CPSNPMBSARQ 2FGQ
JCRQASQRMKCPQKGV?LBK?RAF.QUGRFNPCTGMSQ+CPS.QRMjRRFCLCCBQMDQNCAGjAPCEGMLQUGRFGL
a network. In contrast, most other vendors use older microcell technology whose drawbacks are magnijCB@W L

Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO)
Radio signals have been taking multiple routes between transmitter and receiver in all wireless systems
since 19th Century telegraphs, something that has traditionally caused problems due to destructive
GLRCPDCPCLAC@CRUCCLRFCQGEL?JQ 2FCCDDCARGQKMQRQGELGjA?LRGLGLBMMP?PC?Q UFCPCRFCPC?PCK?LW
BGDDCPCLRU?WQDMPP?BGMU?TCQRMPCkCARMDD PCDP?ARRFPMSEFMPBGDDP?AR?PMSLBM@QR?AJCQQSAF?QU?JJQ
and cube dividers.
Also known as spatial division multiplexing (SDM) or path diversity, MIMO turns what had been a bug
into a feature by using the multiple paths to carry different streams of data. The 802.11n Draft 2 standard says that devices must support two spatial streams, requiring at least two antennas at both the
transmitter and the receiver, though additional antennas can be used to improve range. Because both
streams are using the same frequency, the antennas must have a very high gain and be able to discriminate accurately between the two signals.
With Meru’s Virtual Cell architecture, all access points in a network are already operating at the same
frequency. Meru has more than six years’ experience in multi-radio antenna design and single-channel
RF processing, giving it unrivalled expertise in the type of engineering needed in MIMO systems. This is
UFW+CPSU?QjPQRRMQFGNRFCjPQRCLRCPNPGQC LNPMBSARQ?LBUFW+CPSF?PBU?PCAMLQGQRCLRJW
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outperforms competitors in independent tests.
The AP440 includes four antennas for spatial diversity, all of them omnidirectional and available for use
by all four of the radios. The shared antennas ensure that every radio has maximum spatial diversity,
improving the signal-to-noise ratio and minimizing overlap between the two data streams. Omnidirectional antennas mean that all four channels are usable all around the access point, in contrast to comNCRGRMPQQCARMPCB?LRCLL?QRF?RJGKGRC?AFAF?LLCJRM?QNCAGjAPCEGML

Channel Bonding
In 802.11a/b/g, all channels are the same 20 MHz width. Upgrading to 802.11n adds a new 40 MHz mode,
effectively tying two channels together. The new 40 MHz channel more than doubles the data rate, but it
also doubles the likelihood that interference will affect the channel and halves the total number of chanLCJQ?T?GJ?@JC 2FGQK?ICQP?BGMPCBSLB?LAW?LBCDjAGCLRSQCMDQNCARPSKKMPCGKNMPR?LRRF?LCTCP
+CPSQ4GPRS?J!CJJRCAFLMJMEW?JPC?BWSQCQQNCARPSKKMPCCDjAGCLRJWRF?LPGT?J?PAFGRCARSPCQ MAASNWing only one channel to provide the same coverage for which microcells consume at least three. This
is particularly important at 2.4 GHz, where the total bandwidth is not enough to accommodate three
non-overlapping 40 MHz channels. But it also matters at 5GHz, enabling 40 MHz Channel Layering for
extra capacity or redundancy. The AP440’s four radios mean that users have up to three backup channels available when one is temporarily blocked by interference.
Some 802.11n clients may support only the 20 MHz channel size while others will be capable of the full
40 MHz. With four radios, these different types of clients can be kept separate by dedicating one radio
in each band to each channel size. Alternatively, Meru’s Air Time Fairness ensures that 40 MHz and 20
MHz clients can coexist on the same channel without all being slowed down.

Modulation Gains
2FCGLAPC?QCGLB?R?P?RC@CRUCCL @?LB ? EPCQSJRCBKMQRJWDPMKKMPCCDjAGCLRKMBSJ?tion and encoding, packing more bits into each radio wavelength. The comparable improvements in
802.11n are not as dramatic, but they still boost performance by about 20%. The drawback is that they
depend on a clear signal. Like previous technologies, 802.11n will drop down to lower speeds when a
signal is weak or drowned out by interference.
Signals from Meru APs are intrinsically stronger than those from competitors’, thanks to their higher
antenna gain and transmit power. APs in a microcell network must reduce their power output to avoid
GLRCPDCPGLEUGRFC?AFMRFCP QMKCRFGLE+CPS?TMGBQRFPMSEFGRQSLGOSCGP2P?DjA!MLRPMJRCAFLMJMEW 
As well as enabling Virtual Cells, this lets each AP transmit at the maximum power allowed by the FCC,
ensuring that the higher data rates are available over a wider area.
When interference occurs, the AP440’s radio redundancy and Channel Layering means that clients don’t
have to slow down to more easily understood encoding. They can simply move to one of the other
three available channels.

0$&/D\HU(I¿FLHQFLHV
!MKN?PCBRMUGPCB*,Q RFCMPGEGL?J @NPMRMAMJU?QTCPWGLCDjAGCLR 2FMSEFRFCNFWQGA?JJ?WCP
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operated at 11 Mbps, TCP/IP applications often saw under 2 Mbps of usable TCP/IP throughput because
of protocol headers and error correction. 802.11g improved on that, but more than half of the available
A?N?AGRWU?QQRGJJU?QRCB 5GRF L 5G $GKMTCQAJMQCPRM#RFCPLCRGLCDjAGCLAW MDDCPGLE?@MSR
Mbps at the application layer. As with Ethernet, some of the remaining overhead is unavoidable due to
the TCP/IP stack itself.
*GICRFCGKNPMTCBKMBSJ?RGML RFCQCCDjAGCLAGCQBCNCLBML?AJC?PQGEL?J 1MKCMDRFCMTCPFC?BGLRFC
802.11 protocols is really built-in error correction, so eliminating it is only worthwhile when clients can
be assured a clear, error-free link. This requires APs that can safely transmit at a high power and that
have other channels available when interference occurs.
Higher throughput also puts additional strain on back-end infrastructure. Meru’s MC5000 controlJCPQSNNMPRQSNRM%@NQMDCLAPWNRCBRP?DjA RFCFGEFCQRA?N?AGRWGLRFCGLBSQRPW *GICMRFCP+CPS
controllers, this can be connected to the AP440 and other APs through any standard Gigabit Ethernet
switches.

Conclusions
IEEE 802.11n products, can deliver performance and reliability equivalent to 10/100 wired Ethernet connections, creating a path for the all-wireless workplace: one with no voice data cables to the desk.

Standardization
2FC'### L"P?DR QR?LB?PB?LBRFC5G $GJJG?LAC"P?DR LACPRGjA?RGML?NNC?PRM@CQR?@JC 2FC
@CLCjRQMD LGLRCPKQMDA?N?AGRW NCPDMPK?LAC?LBPCJG?@JCAMTCP?ECF?TC?JPC?BW@CCLUCJJ
established by Meru in early campus wide deployments.

%HQH¿WV
%JM@?J?JJ UGPCJCQQ MDjAC?BMNRCPQF?TCQCCLKGJJGMLQMDBMJJ?PQGLGLAPC?QCBNPMBSARGTGRWBSCRMjVCB
mobile convergence, as well cost savings from avoiding edge Ethernet upgrades. As many people
are adopting a mobile work style the wireless network is following the wireless phone as the primary
method of network access.

Risks
The risk of early Draft-n equipment requiring upgrades is very small. The performance of the Draft-2.0
standard will stand through mid 2009, while subsequent products will incorporate more features and
offer higher performance with full backwards compatibility.

(Endnotes)
1 Gartner describes the Fourth Generation WLAN architecture as one in which the WLAN controller coordinates air time access across multiple APs in
a system, reducing co-channel interference and delivering more consistent performance. A third-generation architecture is one in which clients must
decide which AP to connect to and where adjacent APs cause co-channel interference, necessitating a microcell architecture where each AP must be
tuned to a different channel from those of nearby APs,
2 The current 802.11n schedule can be found here: http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/11/Reports/802.11_Timelines.htm
3 The certiﬁcations are listed here: http://certiﬁcations.wi-ﬁ.org/wbcs_ViewCertiﬁcate.php?product_id=5617
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Glossary
Q'UDIW

&RFKDQQHO,QWHUIHUHQFH

The version of the IEEE 802.11n speciﬁcation selected
by the Wi-Fi Alliance for interoperability certiﬁcation.
Widely adopted across the industry, 802.11n Draft 2 uses
MIMO, channel bonding, improved modulation and a
more efﬁcient protocol stack to achieve data rates of up
to 300 Mbps. Despite the name Draft, the speciﬁcation is
equivalent to a standard, as all equipment with Wi-Fi Alliance certiﬁcation has been tested for interoperability.

Radio interference that occurs when two transmitters
use the same frequency without being closely synchronized. Legacy wireless systems cannot achieve this kind
of synchronization, so access points or cell towers that
transmit on one channel must be spaced far apart. The
result is coverage gaps that must be ﬁlled in with radios
tuned to another channel, resulting in an inefﬁcient
and complex microcell architecture. Air Trafﬁc Control
technology avoids co-channel interference by tightly
synchronizing access point transmissions, enabling that
adjacent APs to use the same channel.

$LUWLPH)DLUQHVV
Method of governing access to the airwaves so that
all clients are able to transmit for the same amount of
time, meaning that performance is higher for 802.11n
users than for legacy clients. Without airtime fairness,
slower clients can hog the airwaves as they take longer
to transmit each packet.

&KDQQHO%RQGLQJ
The combination of two non-overlapping 20 MHz. channels into a single 40 MHz. channel, doubling the amount
of data that can be transmitted in a given time but halving the number of available channels. Along with MIMO,
it is a key innovation in the 802.11n standard.

$LU7UDI¿F&RQWURO
Meru technology that exercises a high degree of control
over all transmissions within a wireless network. Unlike
superﬁcially similar technologies from other vendors,
Air Trafﬁc Control governs is in charge of client connections, not just access points, enables it load balance connections between APs.technology coordinates uplink
and downlink transmissions on a single 802.11 channel
in such a manner that the effects of co-channel and
adjacent channel interference Air Trafﬁc Control can
also coordinate AP transmissions so well that co-channel
interference is eliminated and all access points on a
network can share a single radio channel.

&KDQQHO/D\HULQJ
Wireless LAN architecture in which several Virtual Cells
are located in the same physical space but on nonoverlapping channels, multiplying the available capacity. This additional capacity can be used for redundancy
or to support higher data rates or user density. Channel
Layering can also segregate different applications or
client types, for example keeping 802.11n clients on
separate channel from legacy 802.11b/g so that the .11n
network can operate at maximum capacity. Channel
Layering can be enabled through multiple radios on one
AP or by using multiple AP close together, so the total
capacity is limited only be the number of non-overlapping channels available.

$QWHQQD'LYHUVLW\
A Technique that improves radio performance by using multiple antennas. Antenna diversity is necessary
for MIMO but useful for improving signal quality for
any radio type. This means that all other things being
equal, 802.11n access points can even improve range
or throughput when used purely in legacy 802.11a/b/g
mode.

&KDQQHO5HXVH
A pattern in which different APs can use the same channel. In microcell networks, such APs need to be placed
far apart to avoid co-channel interference, meaning
that contiguous coverage requires multiple channels. In
networks using Air Trafﬁc Control technology, the same
channel can be reused throughout the network, meaning that only one channel is required and others are left
free for other purposes.

%ORFN$&.
Bundling together of several acknowledgement signals,
meaning that a transmitter does not have to wait for
an acknowledgement after sending each frame. This
is used in 802.11n to reduce protocol overhead and
increase the effective data rate.

&RQWUROOHU
Appliance that manages a wireless network and (usually) aggregates trafﬁc. Controllers were introduced
with third-generation wireless LAN systems as a way to
manage access points. In a fourth-generation system,
the controller also governs client transmissions, deciding which AP each client is connected to. Controllers are
sometimes referred to as switches because early versions
took the place of Ethernet switches and had to be connected directly to access points, though this is now rare
as most can now be placed anywhere in a network.

%66,' %DVLF6HUYLFH6HW,GHQWL¿HU
A 48-bit number used to identify an 802.11 wireless
service. In most enterprise Wi-Fi networks, a service
means an access point and the BSSID is the same as the
AP’s MAC address. In a Virtual Cell architecture, all APs
appear to have the same BSSID and MAC address and
the client sees only one large virtual AP.
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)RXUWK*HQHUDWLRQ

0RGXODWLRQ

Term coined by analyst ﬁrm Gartner to describe a wireless LAN system in which the controller governs handoffs, such as one utilizing Virtual Cells. This is contrasted
with third generation (“thin access point”micro-cell
architecture) systems, in which the controller is only
responsible for managing access points and clients
must decide for themselves when to initiate a handoff.
Second generation (“fat access pointwithout controller”) systems lacked a controller altogether and were
designed for standalone operation, whereas the ﬁrst
generation lacked any enterprise management features.

The process of encoding data into radio waves. One of
the ways that 802.11n increases data rate is by using
more complex modulation techniques, something that
requires high signal quality. All 802.11 systems will automatically drop down to simpler modulation (and thus
lower data rates) when reception is poor.

0XOWLSDWK
The multiple routes that a radio signal can take to reach
its destination as it reﬂects off, refracts through or
diffracts around obstacles. Multipath has traditionally
been viewed as a problem because copies of a signal
would interfere with each other, causing effects such as
“ghosting” of broadcast TV. In 802.11n, it is turned into
a strength by MIMO, which sends different signals via
different routes to increase the overall data rate.

*XDUG,QWHUYDO
A gap in transmission during a radio signal to ensure
that a receiver is not confused by echoes or other multipath effects. In 802.11a/g, the interval is 800 ns. The
802.11n speciﬁcation introduces an optional shorter
guard interval of 400 ns, which data rates but requires a
clear signal.

2)'0 2UWKRJRQDO)UHTXHQF\
'LYLVLRQ0XOWLSOH[LQJ
The way that 802.11n, 802.11a and 802.11b subdivide
each radio channel into narrower frequency ranges. It
achieves higher performance than the spread spectrum
techniques of 802.11b by splitting a data stream into
multiple narrowband streams that are sent in parallel.
Each one can use simpler modulation than would be required for the complete data stream, making the signal
less vulnerable to interference or multipath effects.

Meru APs can also be considered “thin”. We call it coodinated AP.

+DQGRII
The transfer of a link from one access point to another
as a client moves through a network. In legacy microcell networks, Wi-Fi clients are responsible for handoff,
meaning that the quality of the link and the overall network performance is dependent on each client’s implementation of 802.11 roaming algorithms. In Virtual Cell
networks, the network itself governs handoffs as clients
remain connected to a single virtual AP.

3URWRFRO2YHUKHDG
The amount of a link’s capacity that is used by communications protocols and thus not free for use by
application-layer data itself. Legacy 802.11 standards
have a high overhead of about 60%, pushing the real
throughput of 802.11a/g down to about 22 Mbps. The
802.11n protocol stack has a lower overhead, delivering
real throughput of up to 175 Mbps.

0LFURFHOO
Wireless architecture in which adjacent APs must be
tuned to different, non-overlapping channels in an attempt to mitigate co-channel interference. This requires
complex channel planning both before the network is
built and whenever a change is made, and uses spectrum so inefﬁciently that some co-channel interference
still occurs, especially at 2,4 GHz.. Microcell architectures
were common in 2G cell phone systems and legacy
wireless LAN systems. They are not used in 3G cellular
networks or in wireless LAN systems that use Air Trafﬁc
Control, as these allow all access points to share a single
channel.

5RDPLQJ
The process that takes places as a client moves between
the coverage areas of different APs, necessitating a
handoff. In microcell Wi-Fi networks, roaming can be
a complex procedure that risks dropped connections
and drags down network performance, as the client is
forced to decide when to disconnect from one AP and
search for another. In networks using Virtual Cell technology, the infrastructure controls roaming, automatically connecting each client to the optimum AP.

0,02 0XOWLSOH,Q0XOWLSOH2XW
Technique that increases wireless data rates by sending
different data streams over different physical paths at
the same frequency. Current systems based on 802.11n
Draft 2 support two spatial streams, while the ﬁnal
802.11n standard is likely to support have an option of
supporting up to four. Because the number of paths depends on the presence of obstacles which may be moving, MIMO makes 802.11n coverage very hard to predict.

6SHFWUDO(I¿FLHQF\
The ratio of data rate to radio spectrum usage. Of the
new technologies introduced in 802.11n, MIMO and
new modulation techniques represent higher spectral
efﬁciency, but channel bonding does not (as it uses
twice as much spectrum.) With any Wi-Fi variant, a
Virtual Cell is much more spectrally efﬁcient than a
microcell architecture, as the microcells consume at least
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three non-overlapping channels to provide the coverage
that a Virtual Cell offers with just one.

6LQJOH&KDQQHO
Term sometimes used to describe a network in which
all access points operate on the same channel, such as
one using Air Trafﬁc Control technology. Single channel
operation is more spectrally efﬁcient than a microcell
architecture and necessary for the use of Virtual Cells
and network-controlled handoff. However, it also possible to implement single channel without implementing Virtual Cells.

6WLFN\&OLHQW
A client device that remains associated with one access
point even as it moves into better range of another, reducing performance and battery life. Sticky clients result
from different implementations of roaming algorithms
among client or driver vendors and can only occur
when clients are responsible for handoff. The Virtual
Cell architecture eliminates sticky clients by placing the
network in charge of handoffs.

9LUWXDO&HOO
Wireless LAN architecture in which a client sees multiple access points as just one, all sharing a single MAC
address, BSSID and radio channel . Air Trafﬁc Control.
Because clients remain connected to the same virtual
AP as they move through a network, no client-initiated
handoffs are necessary. Instead, the network itself
load balances trafﬁc across APs, maximizes bandwidth,
simplifying network management and conserving radio
spectrum for redundancy.

9R), 9RLFHRYHU:L)L RU9R:/$1
9RLFHRYHU:LUHOHVV/$1
Voice over IP links that run over a wireless network. VoIP
does not usually require high data rates, but it stresses
wireless networks in other ways by demanding low
latencies and smooth handoffs. In addition, no 802.11n
phones yet exist, as most handsets are too small to accommodate MIMO’s multiple antennas spaced a wavelength apart. This means that 802.11n networks running
VoFI must have a way to deal with 802.11b/g clients.

:L)L
Brand name for wireless LANs based on various 802.11
speciﬁcations. All products bearing the Wi-Fi logo have
been tested for interoperability by the Wi-Fi Alliance,
an industry group composing every major 802.11 client
and infrastructure vendors. The Wi-Fi Alliance’s tests for
802.11n require adherence to 802.11n Draft 2, as well
as portions of related standards such as 802.11i which
governs security.
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